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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

This Rolling Plan makes EUDAT’s intentions publically available in a transparent way, and will help 
EUDAT to engage with communities and projects. 

EUDAT will deliver cost-efficient and high quality Collaborative Data Infrastructure (CDI) with the 
capacity and capability to meet researchers’ needs in a flexible and sustainable way, across geographical 
and disciplinary boundaries. From this vision follow the two key goals of the EUDAT initiative, best 
summarised as 

1. to identify, plan and deliver a set of basic services which together will form a comprehensive 
and compelling collaborative platform for data-intensive research; 

2. to establish itself as the network of experts who can help with data issues, help enhance a 
culture of data sharing, raise awareness of data management planning and create trust in 
centralised data services. 

We review the context and environment – European and international – within which EUDAT will 
develop, the relevant standards in the area of data management that it must take account of, and note 
the different stakeholder groups involved: scientific communities; funders and policy makers; industry, 
e-infrastructure and service providers; and other data-centric projects and working groups.   

The core of this report collects service usage patterns distilled from (ongoing) EUDAT user requirements 
analyses, and presents them using the personas of “archetypal users”, fictitious researchers with 
particular goals and individual motivations for using the CDI. An analysis of these users’ needs provides 
us with a way to enumerate and prioritise the core and peripheral services that EUDAT will develop. 
From here we describe (in non-technical language) the individual computational services that follow 
from the analysis and which form the basis of the CDI – the first of the goals noted above. 

As well as computational services, EUDAT will need to provide the necessary training and support 
services to meet its second goal. We review some early ideas in this area, and go on to discuss the wider 
topic of policies for data hosting which EUDAT will begin to address in due course. Finally, we summarise 
the service rolling plan on a timeline beginning in 2012 and extending out to 2017. While somewhat 
sketchy at this stage of the project, we fully expect this view to become more detailed and provide a 
compelling picture of EUDAT’s collaborative data infrastructure as the project progresses. 
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1. INTRODUCTION: HOW TO READ THIS REPORT 

What services should the EUDAT collaborative data infrastructure offer to its users? Which should it 
introduce first? How about next year? Three years’ time? 

This report sets out a roadmap for EUDAT collaborative data infrastructure (CDI) services across a three-
year window. In doing so it draws on genuine user requirements recorded by the core EUDAT 
communities from a diverse range of research backgrounds, but it also attempts to project ahead to 
consider possible emerging needs from new communities, new users and the wider church of European 
research and business. 

This report should be viewed within the context of a sustainable CDI. The mechanisms by which the 
sustainability of a CDI might be achieved are analysed and presented in the EUDAT Sustainability Plan1; 
this report focuses on “what services should be maintained and sustained?” if the EUDAT CDI meets the 
needs of its core communities by the end of its life, all well and good. But if it meets only those needs, 
how will it attract interest (and thus support) from a wider set of users? How will it achieve the 
economies of scale necessary to sustain high-quality data services across Europe? A sustainable CDI 
must offer services that attract the widest possible set of potential users, and it must do so on a 
timetable that is both realistic and compelling so that users know when they can expect to start using 
the service that is most important for them. This report is just that. 

In this report we consider the needs and expectations of a number of “archetypal users” or “personas”. 
These users have been chosen to characterize patterns of service use found in the emerging world of 
data-driven research. They are academic researchers, business analysts, citizen-scientists. They have 
their own data sets that they want to share with colleagues; they want to discover new data resources 
that relate to their own field of study, merge them with private data and analyse the lot for new 
patterns or correlations; they want a way of uploading photographs and recordings from field studies – 
along with notes about where, when and how they were captured – to a safe “somewhere” for later 
analysis. 

Whatever they may want, our archetypal users have been designed to capture the patterns of service 
use identified so far among Europe’s data archivists and data users, and to provide a guide to service 
delivery over the lifetime of the EUDAT project and beyond. 

Chapter 2 of this report describes the goals and motivation behind this drive to create a collaborative 
data infrastructure. It looks at the question of what EUDAT is and what it’s trying to achieve, and 
describes a number of defining principles that will help to shape the overall plan and direction of EUDAT 
over the course of the project. 

Chapter 3 covers the context within which the EUDAT CDI is being developed, and the environment in 
which it must grow and evolve. EUDAT begins with an existing landscape of data repositories and 
archives and must deliver common services which facilitate the things our users want to do, while 
recognizing and working with the constraints imposed by existing systems and established processes. 

Chapter 4 introduces our archetypal users, each with their own motivations and interests and each 
designed to reflect the genuine patterns of data service use already identified by EUDAT. Some users will 
reflect well-documented use cases from core EUDAT communities, others will be extrapolations to 
possible future users, but all will have real (and realistic) needs that must, at some point, be met by a 
CDI if it is to be useful beyond the end of the EUDAT project. 

                                                           
1
 EUDAT Sustainability Plan 2012, the EUDAT Consortium, in preparation. 
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Chapter 5 catalogues the services identified from the usage patterns described in the previous section. 
Readers looking for a comprehensive list of EUDAT services should begin here. Each service will be 
described comprehensively, but in non-technical language as far as possible. Each will also be prioritized, 
with importance indicators derived from their popularity with our archetypal users. 

Chapter 6 provides a complement to the catalogue of data services and reviews the human dimension 
of service provision. No less important than useful computational or web services will be training on 
how to use them; helpdesk and consultancy services to allow existing and new users make the most of 
the underlying CDI.  

Chapter 7 looks at the policies and procedures that provide a framework (or a set of constraints) within 
which service users must operate. Not all data can – or should – be accessible to all users, for instance. 
This framework will be used to shape the final roadmap of service rollout. 

Finally, Chapter 8 brings together the services and policies and draws up the timetable for EUDAT 
service delivery. Readers interested in when EUDAT will offer their favourite data service, or will provide 
access to their favourite data repository by method X will hopefully find the answers here. 
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2. EUDAT MOTIVATION AND GOALS 

On October 1st 2011, the EUDAT project was launched to target a pan-European solution to the 
challenge of data proliferation in Europe's scientific and research communities through the deployment 
of a Collaborative Data Infrastructure (CDI) driven by research communities’ needs.  

Meeting the Grand Challenges and the importance of data – Europe and its people are now faced with 
in increasing number of economic, demographic, social and environmental issues, the resolution of 
which will determine the prosperity of future generations. These are, for example, an aging population, 
pollution, the loss of biodiversity, the need for a rapid transport system, shortages of water, energy and 
fuel, untreated diseases. Research collaboration across national borders presents the most optimal way 
to tackle these challenges. This, in turn, necessitates a new, federated approach to research data 
management.  

Data has become an essential commodity in any large scale research project. Maintaining open access to 
data should become a priority as researchers will seek to access an increasing amount of information 
within collaborative projects. The phenomenon of huge amounts of data present in many areas of our 
life is often referred to as ‘the data deluge’, or even ‘the data tsunami’. 

The collection, curation, storage, archiving, integration and deployment of modern research data is an 
immense challenge that cannot be handled by a single organisation or by one country alone. Over 
recent years European countries have invested heavily in research that produces these data. It is now 
recognised that there is an urgent need for a pan-European infrastructure that will facilitate the process 
of extracting optimum value from current and planned investments in this area. Such an infrastructure 
needs to: 

 enhance the existing collective data capacity to meet rising demand (the “data deluge”); 
 build on existing data infrastructure platforms to enable large-scale, distributed data integration 

such that the collective, expanding capacity across the continent is used optimally; 
 establish universal principles for optimising the use of existing data capacity (such as assessing 

which data should be stored and made available to users); 
 present a transparent common interface to a distributed infrastructure. 

EUDAT is carrying out a comprehensive review of research communities’ approaches and requirements 
to the deployment and use of a common and persistent data e-Infrastructure, and is investigating and 
designing the appropriate services and technologies to match these requirements and to be operated as 
part of its distributed infrastructure. 

Our vision is: 

“To deliver cost-efficient and high quality Collaborative Data Infrastructure (CDI) with 
the capacity and capability for meeting researchers’ needs in a flexible and sustainable 
way, across geographical and disciplinary boundaries.” 

2.1. The Benefits of the EUDAT Collaborative Data Infrastructure 

EUDAT will build a data infrastructure allowing users representing various research fields to store, 
maintain and process their data in a standardised manner. While an exact operational model has not 
been agreed yet, it is envisaged that such an infrastructure will benefit its users by: 

 offering a single data infrastructure facility, as opposed to using multiple systems; 
 enabling multiple users, projects, disciplines, regions, etc. to share data; 
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 defining a set of best practices for data infrastructures which will ease the challenges data 
processing between various systems; 

 ascertaining that research data produced is stored over time, including large-volume data; 
 providing a reliable and comprehensive data search facility covering the entire European 

research ecosystem. 

2.2. EUDAT’s Goals and Principles 

EUDAT cannot be about just building and operating infrastructure services. In many respects creating a 
collaborative data infrastructure is not just a matter of technology but a matter of training, of policy and 
culture change. This means that EUDAT’s goals must encompass not only the technological aspects of 
CDI service delivery but also the cultural and policy aspects. 

Let us thus cast EUDAT’s goals twofold: 

1. to identify, plan and deliver a set of basic services which together will form a comprehensive 
and compelling collaborative platform for data-intensive research; 

2. to establish itself as the network of experts who can help with data issues, help enhance a 
culture of data sharing, raise awareness of data management planning and create trust in 
centralised data services. 

EUDAT will not be able to satisfy the needs of all user profiles. It should focus on delivering the most 
optimal set of core services as a result of a compromise between the complexity and cost of its 
operation and user satisfaction levels. The principle of the EUDAT infrastructure can be compared to 
that of a bank current account (as opposed to a saving account) – it will be a facility offering 
standardised services and a set of additional functionalities in order to process and maintain the data 
stored. To this end EUDAT will: 

 offer community core services to suit a selected set of universal needs of principal research 
communities; 

 focus on the requirements of research communities (e.g. ecology, biomedicine, seismology, 
physiology, neurophysics, etc. research profiles) rather than individual users; 

 achieve a compromise in building an optimal service portfolio by looking at researchers’ needs 
in terms of data complexity, data produced at various stages of a project life cycle, data 
identification procedures, etc.; 

 build infrastructure around the concepts of interoperability, standardisation and data 
federation; 

 preserve data over time; 
 enable the deployment of a portfolio of additional data processing services; 
 focus on the needs of interdisciplinary research, rather than looking to suit the needs of 

individual research areas; 
 take into the account the following, when building up its operational model: usability, data 

protection and intellectual protection rights, privacy (in particular when crossing national 
frontiers), security, quality; 

 take into account the processing patterns of data management, e.g. by enabling interfaces with 
high-performance computing infrastructures where the data in question might be processed; 

 build a sustainable and cost-efficient operational model; 
 allow third parties to use the system on a paid basis through the implementation of a business 

model. 
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3. EUDAT CONTEXT AND ENVIRONMENT 

Research excellence and the production of high quality research data is based ultimately on good data 
management. If research data sets are well organised, clearly documented, well preserved and easily 
accessible – and their accuracy and validity is controlled at all times – then the end result is high quality 
data, efficient research, findings based on solid evidence and the saving of time and resources. To 
describe the research data environment, a framework is needed to understand significant relationships 
among the service entities, and to help to develop consistent standards or specifications supporting that 
environment. The EUDAT reference model is based on a small number of unifying concepts, providing a 
common semantics that can be used unambiguously for different stakeholders. The EUDAT reference 
model helps to design and adapt suitable technology solutions to deliver a generic execution framework 
for data exploration as well as the integration of data and publications. 

 

Figure 1: The EUDAT "reference model". This figure captures the vision and ideas behind the EUDAT concept. 

The envisioned data exploration framework will meet the following basic requirements:  

1. it MUST be able to work with existing tools, services and data formats specified by the individual 
communities;  

2. it MUST enable the execution of exploration workflows in an enactment engine that is “close to” 
the (largest of the) data sources in question, ideally within the data centres but also allowing for 
the incorporation of distributed service environments (subject to data stream volume); 

3. enactment services MUST support efficient data streaming rather than in-memory or file-based 
processing, to ensure they can handle large volume of data without overwhelming the 
processing capabilities of data centres; 

4. it COULD support the automatic mapping of community-created research workflows into a 
common, generic form suitable for efficient enactment, thus bridging the gap between tailored 
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communities’ products and generic framework definitions. This is a complex and challenging 
problem and will form the basis of EUDAT’s research work over the course of the project. 

3.1. Stakeholders 

EUDAT has identified a series of key target audiences which can be grouped into four categories: 
scientific communities; funders and policy makers; industry, e-infrastructure and service providers; and 
other data-centric projects and working groups. Let’s look at each in turn. 

3.1.1. Scientific communities 

Research communities will be our main customers as data users and providers. Some scientific 
communities joined the project at its beginning, and already provide a user base from various disciplines 
such as linguistics (CLARIN), earth sciences (EPOS), climate sciences (ENES), environmental sciences 
(LifeWatch), and biological and medical sciences (VPH). As well as providing core community 
requirements and drivers they will also help in expanding EUDAT to include new communities close to 
their disciplines as users and new service providers.  

EUDAT has begun a first comprehensive analysis of requirements with these communities2; this analysis 
activity is done through sequential interviews and discussions aiming to investigate the current variety 
of data organization and architecture in the communities and its planned evolution, as well as to collect 
wishes and specific requirements that are expected from a common data service layer. The service 
usage patterns identified by this analysis are captured in the “archetypal users” of Chapter 4. 

3.1.2. Industry 

EUDAT will need to interact with different sectors of industry, most probably in the form of strategic 
collaborations targeting specific industries. We can classify potential industrial engagement in two broad 
categories: technical, e-infrastructure and service providers; and “end-user” industries. EUDAT will 
develop two distinct approaches. 

In the first stages of the project the following sectors will be actively pursued: (1) e-infrastructure 
service users and providers, in particular the (a) cloud and high-performance computing (HPC) industry, 
(b) information and communication technology industry, and (c) sector-specific (though reflecting 
EUDAT user communities) industries and SMEs; (2) industries and SMEs at large, in particular (a) system 
integrators and (b) independent software vendors. 

In later stages, EUDAT’s strategy will evolve to engage potential industrial users of the CDI. This work will 
fall largely to the industrial engagement team within the project, and will focus on the benefits of 
leveraging open research data for business. 

3.1.3. Other data projects and working groups 

There are potentially myriad stakeholders in major data initiatives and working groups involved with 
data-related issues, and by cooperating with them EUDAT can avoid duplication of services, exploit 
possible synergies and explore issues of standards and interoperability.  

It is important for these groups to have EUDAT services available to develop their activities, and to be 
able to benefit from common services of the EUDAT data infrastructure. EUDAT will also engage with 

                                                           
2
 Data Management Landscape Characteristics and Community Requirements, D4.1.1 v1.0, EUDAT consortium, March 2012. 
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international initiatives in the US, Asia, and Australia to foster global solutions in the areas of data 
infrastructures (cf. Section 3.2.3 below). 

3.1.4. Funders and policy-makers 

Funders and policy makers are another key target group. They will be key in helping EUDAT establish 
sustainability through viable future funding models. They should have a clear interest in supporting 
EUDAT for the positive impact it will have on science, research and society, eliminating wasteful 
duplication of work leading to a greater return on investments. As the HLEG report on Scientific Data 
noted, funders and policy makers need to have confidence that their investments will produce the 
expected benefits. The role of EUDAT is to demonstrate that the CDI is technically, scientifically and 
economically viable, and to show evidence that it is used by communities.  

By showing that the EUDAT model is cost-effective and has broad support from the scientific 
communities, EUDAT will seek to foster changes in national and research community policies, priorities 
and practices to support EUDAT´s sustainability.  

3.2. Contexts 

EUDAT needs to take a holistic view to accommodate the concerns of research data longevity and 
service sustainability in the increasingly diverse scenarios in which data infrastructures needs to be 
addressed. In addition to compliance criteria, business models are needed to support focused 
assessment and targeted process improvement efforts in participating organizations. Lack of coherence 
and integration with standards and frameworks in related fields such as information systems, 
governance, risk and compliance (GRC) and organizational engineering suggest that EUDAT should 
closely follow international development and implement best practices. 

3.2.1. Economic and political 

Political support for collaborative data infrastructure efforts is an absolute necessity. In order that 
cooperation be effective with respect to achieving the intended goals, it is necessary that the 
cooperating partners have compatible visions, and are focusing on the same things. In practical terms it 
means that the cooperating partners accord sufficient priority and resources to their respective efforts, 
on an ongoing basis, that they are moving in the same direction in the same timeframes, and finally that 
any changes to these are mutually agreed or at least coordinated and synchronised appropriately. 

Funding and cost aspects, as well as possible timescales imposed, can provide additional details about 
the priorities and can be used to understand and gauge the political context. Governance is yet another 
reflection of the political context; the processes and actions carried out under its guise are the direct 
expression of the mutually agreed strategy. Every collaborative data service implementer faces a myriad 
risks. EUDAT governance should analyse the threats and make a plan for continuous risk management. A 
careful and deliberate approach to implementing the necessary changes to support a long life-cycle of 
services will be required. Efforts at improvement should be continuous and subject to regular 
supervision and review. 

3.2.2. Organizational 

Organisational interoperability concerns a broad set of elements of interaction, including operational 
processes and operational interfaces but also covering human interactions between administrations, 
communities and researchers. This aspect is concerned with how different organisations collaborate to 
achieve their mutually beneficial, mutually agreed collaborative CDI service-related goals. The EUDAT 
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partners must in time reach detailed agreements on how their processes will interact (synchronize and 
cooperate) in order to deliver collaborative services where needed. 

A careful and deliberate approach to implementing the necessary changes to support a long life-cycle of 
services will be required, and will almost certainly be governed by appropriate service level agreements. 
Efforts at improvement should be continuous and subject to regular supervision and review. 

3.2.3. International 

As the HLEG report rightly pointed out, the challenges embodied by the so-called rising tide of data are 
global. Equally, the creation of an integrated and interoperable data domain—data as an infrastructure 
covering several layers—must also be achieved at a global level. In various regions of the globe, there 
seems to be a shared understanding that solutions must be global and that the development of an 
integrated and interoperable data domain can only be achieved through increasing global collaboration. 
EUDAT must take advantage of this momentum to develop concrete collaboration activities aiming at 
achieving greater interoperability of the infrastructures. 

After just 6 months of activity, EUDAT has already developed strong links with several US partners and 
initiatives, and has begun to implement joint activities. In November 2010, the proposal consortium 
signed a Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) with the Pacific Northwest National Laboratory (PNNL)3 
to develop collaboration on issues such ranging from unified data access to replication strategies, 
reliable data, transfers, trust standards, and automatic workflows and provenance to support data 
management tasks. Several US initiatives which recently received NSF funds through the DataNET 
programme to develop cross-disciplinary infrastructures have expressed interest in collaborating with 
EUDAT, and another MoU was signed in February 2012 between EUDAT and the DataNet Federation 
Consortium (DFC)4, which is deploying a prototype cross-disciplinary national data management 
infrastructure in the US using the iRODS technology. It is worth noting that this collaboration was not 
technology driven, but based upon the stated requirement by the core user communities to have a rule-
based data management service as part of the EUDAT set of services. Both EUDAT and the DFC are 
focused on the management of the entire data life cycle to improve access and interoperability through 
the implementation of policy-based data management infrastructure and the use of state-of-the-art 
registry services. To promote the development of interoperability between scientific data 
infrastructures, DFC and EUDAT have agreed to work toward the establishment of a coordination 
platform for the sharing of requirements and approaches for standardization, through regular virtual 
and/or physical meetings between representatives of both projects. EUDAT and DFC plan to set up a 
testbed for demonstrating interoperability between the data infrastructures and will share policies and 
procedures for managing different stages of the data life cycle. 

Fruitful contacts have been established with several representatives of DataONE5, another recent US 
initiative targeting the development of a cross-disciplinary infrastructure for data-preservation and re-
use for research (with a focus on earth science), and which uses Mercury6, a web-based system 
developed by the Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL)7, to search for metadata and retrieve 
associated data. DataONE is investing significant efforts in “community building” by supporting several 
working groups involving external stakeholders and focusing on topics ranging from technical issues 
(such as data preservation, metadata and interoperability, integration and semantics) to socio-cultural 

                                                           
3
  http://www.pnl.gov/ (verified March 2012). 

4
  http://www.renci.org/news/releases/nsf-datanet (verified March 2012). 

5
  https://www.dataone.org/ (verified March 2012). 

6
  http://www.dataone.org/content/mercury-metadata-search-data-retrieval (verified March 2012). 

7
  http://www.ornl.gov/ (verified March 2012). 
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ones (such as public participation in scientific research, community engagement and education, etc.). 
EUDAT certainly has something to learn from this collaboration practice and could even contribute to 
the discussions in these groups. 

Other important recent US initiatives that EUDAT has initiated contacts with include Data Conservancy 
and SEAD (two other recently-funded NSF projects) both very active in data management issues. 

Collaboration at international level should not however be restricted to the US but should include other 
actors willing to discuss solutions at the global scale. In this context, the Australian National Data Service 
(ANDS)8 is an organisation EUDAT has begun to engage with. 

As a general principle, EUDAT will take full advantage of the international Data Access and 
Interoperability Task Force (DAITF) framework to develop contacts and collaborations. Together with 
OpenAIREplus, EUDAT will help to establish DAITF as an open forum. This task force will facilitate the bi-
directional interaction between EUDAT and DAITF on standards, APIs, policy rules, etc. that will 
determine the future European and Global Collaborative Data Infrastructure. Attention will be paid to 
the mechanisms for interoperability of data from the very basic layers to the semantic and regulatory 
levels. 

3.3. Constraints 

EUDAT aims to build a data infrastructure that is both sustainable and flexible enough to respond to the 
current and future needs of its users. This requires that the project take into account the broader view 
of general and technological constraints of its surroundings, such as public legislation and open 
standards. In doing this the project will need to balance the vision and principles outlined in Section 2 
with these constraints to achieve its goals. 

3.3.1. Legislation 

Every collaborative data service implementer faces a myriad legal risks deriving from the need to be 
compliant with both EU legislation and, potentially, 27 sets of national legislation. In developing policy 
(cf. Chapter 7) EUDAT will need to work within a framework composed of a set of legal provisions 
applicable in a given community, domain or sector, across all member states. 

3.3.2. Standards 

A key factor in judging the viability of technologies is the availability and support of standards as defined 
by the various standardization bodies.  

The OAIS Reference Model9 describes an information model and a conceptual model of key functional 
entities. Key models in Records Management are the ’Modular Requirements for Records Systems’ 
(MoReq2010)10 and ISO 1548911. The Preservation Metadata Implementation Strategies (PREMIS) 
working group maintains a data dictionary that contains intellectual entities, objects, rights, events, and 
agents in a technically neutral model12. The ‘Trusted Digital Repositories: Attributes and Responsibilities’ 

                                                           
8
  http://www.ands.org.au/ (verified March 2012). 

9
 Open Archival Information Systems Reference Model, ISO 14721:2003. 

10
 MoReq2010: Modular Requirements for Records Systems, DLM Forum Foundation, version 1.1, 2010, 
http://moreq2010.eu/pdf/moreq2010_vol1_v1_1_en.pdf (verified March 2012). 

11
 Information and documentation – Records management, ISO 15489-1:2001. 

12
 Preservation Metadata Implementation Strategies, US Library of Congress PREMIS group, 
http://www.loc.gov/standards/premis/ (verified March 2012). 
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report (TDR)13 was a key milestone towards the standardization of criteria catalogues for trustworthy 
repositories. With the goal of providing audit and certification facilities, the Repositories Audit and 
Certification Criteria (RAC) are currently in the final stages of ISO standardization under the Trusted 
Digital Repositories banner14. 

The leading enterprise architecture frameworks today are The Open Group Architecture Framework 
(TOGAF)15 and the Department of Defense Architecture Framework (DODAF)16. IT Governance focuses 
on “the leadership, organisational structures and processes that ensure that the enterprise’s IT sustains 
and extends the organisation’s strategies and objectives”. A widely known framework is COBIT: Control 
Objectives for IT17. It provides a thoroughly defined process model linking resources, activities, processes 
and goals. One of the core concepts in Governance and Process Improvement is the idea of process 
maturity. It has been demonstrated that formal maturity models such as the Capability Maturity Model 
Integration (CMMI)18 are powerful tools for targeted improvement of processes based on quantitative 
assessment.  

 

  

                                                           
13

 Trusted Digital Repositories: Attributes and Responsibilities, RLG-OCLC report, May 2002,  
http://www.oclc.org/research/activities/past/rlg/trustedrep/repositories.pdf (verified March 2012). 

14
 Trusted Digital Repository (TDR) Checklist, ISO/DIS 16363 (CCSDS 652-R-1), available at 
http://public.ccsds.org/publications/archive/652x0m1.pdf (verified March 2012). 

15
 The Open Group Architecture Framework, version 9.1, The Open Group, http://www.opengroup.org/togaf/ (verified March  
2012). 

16
 DoD Architecture Framework, version 2.02, US Department of Defense, http://dodcio.defense.gov/sites/dodaf20/ (verified 
March 2012). 

17
 COBIT: Control Objectives for IT, version 4.1, Information Systems Audit and Control Association, 
http://www.isaca.org/Knowledge-Center/COBIT/Pages/Overview.aspx, (verified March 2012). 

18
 Capability Maturity Model Integration, Carnegie-Mellon University Software Engineering Institute, 
http://www.sei.cmu.edu/cmmi/ (verified March 2012). 
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4. EUDAT SERVICE USAGE PATTERNS 

This chapter captures typical service usage patterns as a series of “personas” or “archetypal users”. In 
creating these users we draw from the use cases and user stories identified by EUDAT’s Stakeholder 
Requirements work and from wider surveys of expected users of a collaborative data infrastructure. In 
this first version of the Rolling Plan we have drawn from the core EUDAT communities CLARIN, ENES, 
LifeWatch, VPH and EPOS, and from external projects and organisations including the European exascale 
computing activity CRESTA19 and individual research labs. Our intention with this device is to maintain a 
user-centric view of the EUDAT service plan, and to complement the in-depth community-focused 
requirements analysis captured in the EUDAT report Data Management Landscape Characteristics and 
Community Requirements. This plan must build upon provision of the common services required by the 
core EUDAT communities, but it must also look beyond the immediate horizons of the project and try to 
predict what might become important in two, three, five years’ time. 

In the first section below we introduce the archetypal users. As further stakeholder requirements 
emerge over the course of the project this list will be extended to ensure we cover all the important 
core user stories, and some which may be more occasional or even pathological but which nevertheless 
describe a genuine use for EUDAT services which may be met in future deployments. 

4.1. Archetypal users 

We describe each archetypal user with a background profile, to provide some idea of their individual 
motivation for using a collaborative data infrastructure and thus provide a route to add further 
individual stories around their particular interests. These stories are described in turn, and for each we 
identify in bold particular keywords that may suggest individual requirements. We collect these 
keywords in Section 4.2 and use them as pointers to particular services needed by our users. The 
frequency of occurrence of each service requirement in the user stories offers us some metric for 
prioritizing service delivery on the rolling plan timeline of Section 6. 

4.1.1. Alice Arneson, Data Librarian 

Aged 26, Alice has a Masters-equivalent degree from a German Technical University (MSc equivalent). 
Having gained practical experience of data mining and similar analysis problems as a consultant working 
for a small start-up company, Alice’s current job title is “Data Librarian” at a national European data 
centre. Her hobbies include wasting time on the Internet, hill-walking and baking.  

Alice is proficient with a range of commercial data management and analysis tools (Microsoft SQL 
Server, IBM DB2 and Intelligent Miner Data Mining Suite, SPSS, etc.) and is pretty competent in a variety 
of scripting languages including Perl and Python. She has reasonable communication skills and takes 
great pride in providing stable solutions 

What does she want to do? 

Alice’s primary responsibility is keeping things tidy in the data centre: archiving files, deleting old files, 
making efficient use of the available storage resources, maintaining the archives for research users. 

1. Alice wants to clean up the archive at the data centre by moving user files from one disk 
repository to another one. While there should be no impact on the users’ view of their files, the 
change in physical location must be recorded in each file’s metadata. The number of files is in 

                                                           
19

 Collaborative Research into Exascale Systemware, Tools and Applications, http://cresta-project.eu/ (verified March 2012). 
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the order of several 100k, and the copying process does not take much time due to the small file 
size. Thus, a large number of metadata records (couple of 100k) must be updated in a short 
time (couple of minutes). 

2. Alice decides to free disk space in the data centre disk space by deleting old files that have 
never been published or transferred to another data centre. She can confirm that these have 
not been transferred by verifying the transaction records of the associated metadata 
identifiers. She then deletes the files, and prompts that any corresponding metadata are deleted 
as well. 

4.1.2. Barbara Babik, Pharma Research Team Leader 

Barbara graduated 10 years ago with a good degree in Biological Sciences. Since then she has worked in 
three different research labs: a large cardiovascular functional genomics group, a small developmental 
biology group and most currently a specialist lab of a large multinational pharmaceutical company.  

She has progressively migrated from wet-lab to data curation and data exploitation roles. Along the way 
she has had plenty of (often bad) experience of using tools and resources provided by other people. She 
has little distributed system, database, software engineering or formal model understanding, is scared 
of mathematical notation and will shy away from it and is unlikely to persevere with pointers to 
suggested reading or experiments. 

What does she want to do? 

Barbara is interested in finding new ways to use some of the data emerging from her pharma lab. She 
wants to develop better understanding so she can take a more strategic and leading role in choosing and 
applying data methods in biomedical contacts. 

1. Barbara would like to access a web portal and search for public data sets related to her work. 
She’d like to search by keyword, without supplying too much detail of what she’s looking for, 
and browse descriptions of available data. She’ll need to understand any usage restrictions on 
data sets – hers is a commercial interest. For things which look promising, she’d like to 
download them in a usable format (CSV is fine) to work offline using her favourite desktop tools. 

2. Having discovered an interesting source of data, Barbara realizes that if she combines her 
private data with this new source then there are potentially valuable analyses she can do on the 
joined data, although it’s unlikely her desktop computer has the power to do the analysis. She’d 
like to upload her private data securely to a private workspace and make use of a secure cloud-
based analysis tool to crunch the combined data. Obviously she would like her data to be 
backed up automatically. 

4.1.3. Carlos Corcho, Earthquake Modeller 

Carlos is 25 years old with degree in Geography from a Spanish Technical University (MSc equivalent). 
His hobbies include reading novels, eco-tourism, uploading and tagging photos and videos to Flickr and 
YouTube with interesting geographic features. He is entirely at home with social media tools, and enjoys 
“hacking” Python code together to do fun things with data mashups. 

Carlos has some experience of the nature of geographic databases, having spent a year working at the  
Instituto Geográfico Nacional (the leading geographic database producer in Spain), and a fair 
understanding of the problems derived from heterogeneity in these databases. He is currently working 
towards a PhD in earth systems modelling at the University of Calabria, and has developed an interest in 
tinkering with his own earthquake models. 
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What does he want to do? 

1. Carlos is tuning his earthquake system model by frequently modifying parameters and 
comparing the resulting data with earlier runs. Each parameter change is followed by a model 
run on a remote national HPC system. At this stage in his work he’s doing a lot of tweaking, and 
keeping track of all the model datasets – and the lists of parameters that each of them was 
generated with – is becoming a challenge. Ideally he’d like something to be doing the book-
keeping for him, saving each dataset along with its parameter list and recording it all neatly. 

2. Happy with his model for now, Carlos is keen to compare its output with actually recorded 
seismic data from the 2010 Chilean earthquake. Assuming that the EUDAT CDI will have it 
somewhere, Carlos logs on and searches for suitable datasets. Ideally he wants to visualize the 
data he finds alongside his model results using his own mashup scripts; maybe that means he 
has to download the Chilean data in a particular format, or maybe he can upload his Python 
scripts and have them executed on the EUDAT infrastructure somewhere (he doesn’t care 
where)? 

4.1.4. David Debard, Field Bioinformatician 

David graduated recently in Life Sciences from the University of Nice-Sophia Antipolis and is now a 
postgraduate researcher in an international team studying genetic factors behind disease resistance in 
African cattle. For the last couple of years David has spent much of his time in the field in sub-Saharan 
Africa (primarily Ghana and Cote d’Ivoire) gathering data on cattle populations and disease patterns. 

David has a keen interest in pre-colonial African history, in particular the “western Sudan” empires of 
Ghana, Mali and Songhay. He is also an enthusiastic user of modern Internet tools, although as a 
“driver” rather than a “mechanic”, and has strong opinions on the usability of technology. He makes 
extensive use of tools like Evernote, Dropbox and Microsoft Skydrive to collect research data, personal 
photographs and anything else he comes across, and tweets whenever he has the chance. 

What does he want to do? 

1. David would like a way of uploading arbitrary research data – notes, photographs, spreadsheets 
– in a reliable way to a safe, backed-up location shared by the rest of the research team. He has 
no interest in how it works, although given the nature of internetworking in sub-Saharan Africa 
it needs to be able to run in the background and keep trying if it doesn’t work first time. He’s 
finding he’d like to add a little more contextual information to the data he uploads – tags, GPS 
coordinates, other metadata (although he doesn’t use that term himself) – and Evernote, while 
cool, doesn’t quite have the structure he needs. 

4.1.5. Evelien Erkens, Computational Physicist 

Evelien Erkens graduated a few years ago with a PhD from the University of Maastricht and is now 
working as a postdoctoral researcher at the University of Manchester in the UK. She is part of a large 
European collaboration in computational particle physics, performing large supercomputer simulations 
generating many terabytes of data for statistical analysis. She is a competent C programmer and more 
than happy hacking Perl, Python and shell scripts on the Linux command line. 

Evelien is a very driven individual and has little patience for things that get in the way of her research. 
She is very often to be found late in her department, re-analysing data, tuning analysis codes and tidying 
up the simulation data store. Having a very tidy mind, she has often been known to annotate other 
people’s data with relevant (and correct!) metadata they may have neglected. She is always right. When 
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not working, Evelien does manage to relax with a circle of good friends; she also plays a pretty mean 
blues guitar, something she has been learning since her schooldays. 

What does she want to do? 

Evelien’s primary concern is storing and analysing ensembles of snapshots from long-running 
supercomputer simulations. Each snapshot is extremely expensive to generate, and keeping them safe 
but at the same time accessible is an important consideration. 

1. To store a new snapshot, Evelien wants to be able to do the following. Firstly, she needs to 
upload the snapshot from the group’s favourite supercomputer where it’s generated to some 
safe storage space. She doesn’t care where it is, as long as it’s safe and easy to access. Since 
each snapshot is of order 100 GB, she doesn’t really want it routed through her laptop on its 
way to wherever it’s to be stored. She also wants to record suitable metadata to “tag” the 
snapshot: parameter lists, date etc. Ideally, the safe storage site will verify the integrity of every 
upload for her, to give her confidence that what is stored is exactly what was simulated. Some 
sort of checksum would be fine. 

2. Analysing snapshots requires Evelien to be able to browse or search by parameters that mean 
something to her – “show me all the recent simulations carried out by the group at beta = 6.5”, 
for instance. Having identified an interesting dataset she then wants to upload it to a fairly 
powerful compute server somewhere her group has access so she can run her own analysis 
programs across the ensemble. The results her program produces aren’t quite as valuable as the 
simulation snapshots, but she’d still like to store each results file back to the safe storage 
repository, annotated with its own parameter list, list of input snapshots, notes, and anything 
else she can think of at the time. 

4.1.6. Frank Fassbinder, Citizen-Scientist 

Frank teaches in a primary school in a small town in western Austria. Memories of a truly inspiring 
science teacher and a bachelor’s degree in physics created an obvious career path for him, and he now 
tries to impart the same sense of awe and wonder at the world to the youngsters he teaches. Whenever 
he can he sneaks astronomy into his lessons, since it has always been his chief interest; he’s been known 
to build whole days around the Linux “Stellarium” program20. A few years ago Frank bought his first 
reflector telescope and hasn’t looked back since. He now has a CCD camera setup and takes pretty good 
pictures of the sky. Living reasonably high up, with pretty good darkness in his small town, Frank is now 
a rather good amateur astronomer. 

Frank is very keen to participate in the wider field. He is a big user of sites like Galaxy Zoo21 but what 
he’d really like to do is share some of his own sky photographs in a “professional” way, so they could be 
included in the overall body of astronomy knowledge. He’d also like to be able to look up information on 
any known objects in a particular patch of sky. Frank perhaps hankers after the research career he never 
had, but nevertheless feels he has something to contribute to the subject in his own modest way. 

What does he want to do? 

1. Frank would like to “share” his amateur sky photographs with other astronomers. He would like 
to upload photographs, along with notes on position, telescope settings etc., to a place that 

                                                           
20

 See http://www.stellarium.org/.  “Stellarium is a planetarium software that shows exactly what you see when you look up at 
the stars.” 

21
 See http://www.galaxyzoo.org/.  “Galaxy Zoo, where you can help astronomers explore the Universe.” 
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could be included in searches by amateurs and professionals alike – a kind of single repository of 
sky pictures. 

2. Frank would also like to be a user of such a site: he’d like to search for all photos, notes, 
knowledge related to particular patches of sky (wherever his telescope is currently pointing). 
He’s happy working with standard coordinate systems and is actually pretty good at spherical 
trigonometry! 

4.1.7. Geraldine Girard, Biodiversity Researcher 

With a first degree in Zoology, a PhD in biodiversity from the Université Montpellier II and six years’ of 
postdoctoral training, Geraldine has recently landed a lectureship in biodiversity conservation at the 
National Polytechnic Institute of Toulouse. Her research interests are still quite broad, but she does have 
a particular interest in habitat fragmentation and climate change, and species responses to 
environmental change. Her favoured area of study is the lowland rainforests of Borneo. 

Geraldine is a self-confessed techophobe. Her phone is four years old and will barely take photographs, 
let alone interact with the “Web” (“is that the same as the Internet?”). She’s a vivacious, outgoing sort 
who would rather meet people and speak to them than text them. The habits of some of her friends – 
sitting messing with their phones while they’re all out chatting in a café – bring out the Gallic outrage in 
her. Her research notes are on paper, in notebooks and marginal notes in books. Her only computer is 
her office laptop which she views as an overly-complicated device for writing papers and surfing the 
Internet. The mysteries of the latter became clearer to her a couple of conferences ago when she 
became aware of the possibilities for her research in the increasingly large collections of data being 
gathered online. She’d like to take advantage of these new data, but isn’t quite sure how. 

What does she want to do? 

Geraldine has learned recently that various archives of culture and language data collected in Borneo 
may have highly localized references to some of the species she’s interested in tracking. 

1. Geraldine wants to track down any references to her favourite species in sources of data new to 
her, and unlike anything she’s used to dealing with.  Ideally she’s like to browse and search 
through these linguistic archives without having to worry about what the individual datasets are 
– some sort of extremely comprehensive catalogue would be great. Not speaking any of the 
languages of Borneo, pictures of the creatures in question would be a big help, as would 
knowing exactly where and when the references were made. 

4.1.8. Heikki Harmaajärvi, Gene Lab Bioinformatician 

After graduating from the Haartman Institute at the University of Helsinki, Heikki’s desire to travel and 
interest in languages got the better of him and he took time off to tour Europe. After a range of jobs, 
some technical, some not, and a high degree of proficiency in English, German and Italian (along with 
Finnish and Swedish), Heikki finished up working as a technician in a pharmaceutical lab in Dusseldorf. 
His interest in learning new skills, coupled with his naturally restless nature, put him first in line to 
volunteer for a company placement in a Swiss lab that provides gene sequencing services.  

What does he want to do? 

Heikki’s lab is in Switzerland and its clients are in Europe and the US. He has his local storage system, but 
it is not sufficient for storing the long-term customer data. Heikki is looking for a solution where he can 
deliver the data to his customers. 
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1. Currently, Heikki receives a clean hard disk provided by his customers using regular mail. Once 
the experiment is done, he sends the disk back. The logistics of this approach are beginning to 
creak, and Heikki is sure there must be a more efficient, networked way of doing it. Heikki is not 
interested in maintaining the data solution. He is focused on the experiments and he uses 
software that automatically produces output files that will be later analysed by the customer. 
What he would like to do is securely access each customer’s data, run the relevant analysis 
software and return the results to the customer. The key word is securely; almost everything he 
does is covered by individual non-disclosure agreements and all data transmission (even on the 
disks in the mail) must be encrypted while in transit between his lab and the customer site. 

1.1.1. Ingrid Ineson, Biological Modeller 

Ingrid graduated with an MSc in Genetics & Immunology from the University of Freiburg. She gained her 
PhD at the University of York, using modelling and simulation approaches to understand the interactions 
of genetic transcription factors and their role in development. Developing an interest in the possibilities 
offered by computational systems biology, she continued her research with a postdoctoral position at 
the University of Edinburgh, and currently works in one of the research labs as a computational 
biologist. 

While she is very excited by the possibilities for biological understanding offered by modern computing 
platforms, Ingrid makes no claim to be a computer programmer and is very aware of her own limitations 
and competencies in the area. However, she also has a healthy scepticism of “technology hype”, and a 
low tolerance for some of the over-complex, unstable and (sometimes) downright buggy software tools 
she needs to use. In her opinion, this stuff should just be way easier to use. She is a major fan of the 
usable and user-oriented nature of Apple technology; why data backup isn’t as simple as just clicking on 
Time Machine is something that frustrates her regularly. Another important issue for Ingrid is the level 
of data accessibility. Some simulations are accessed very rarely or never, some newer simulations are 
analysed and reviewed very often.  

When away from the lab, Ingrid is a keen (some would say militant) cyclist, and enjoys both road touring 
and mountain biking around Scotland’s bike-challenging landscape. 

What does she want to do? 

1. Ingrid studies different systems and for each she calculates several molecular simulations using 
both standard and “hacked” software packages. Ingrid does not want to lose any data and she 
regularly runs out of space on the local machines she has access to. She is looking for a system 
able to back up the information simply, quickly and without asking too many dumb questions. 

4.1.9. Jeremy Johnson, Turbulent Physicist 

Jeremy graduated in Physics from the University of Cambridge in 2007. He obtained his PhD in 
computational physics (simulating turbulent fluid flow over aircraft structures) at Imperial College 
London in 2010 and is currently half-way through a post-doctoral research position in the same 
department, building on his expertise in turbulence modelling. His research group is part of a large, 
Europe-wide collaboration of “turbulent physicists” who make heavy use of high-performance computer 
systems and generate and share correspondingly large data sets. 

Like many computational physicists Jeremy is a self-taught programmer, although he’s actually rather 
good – he writes units tests, understands the disciplines of good software engineering and believes in 
documenting what he does. He hasn’t really noticed it yet, but the rest of his group (and indeed many 
around the collaboration) have come to regard him as the technical leader of the whole endeavour. 
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Away from work Jeremy is a diver, qualified to British sub-aqua club Second Class and keenly 
appreciative of the meaning of risk analysis in real-life environments. 

What does he want to do? 

1. Jeremy and a small group of collaborators are currently looking at more efficient methods of 
pre- and post-processing data. They would like to have some kind of data repository for sharing 
large test data sets, for example meshes. Jeremy would like to be able to upload a number of 
large meshes (around 3 million tetrahedra, say 300 Mbytes each) to a safe repository and share 
them with his collaborators, ideally in a way which means they could use the data directly from 
that location, rather than having to copy it somewhere else first. He has in mind some form of 
“cloud-based scratch space”. 

4.1.10. Kathrin Kirsch, Philologist 

Kathrin, age 32, has a PhD in German philology and is working as a research assistant at the University of 
Marburg. In her half-time university job, she teaches philology, and she works on her postdoctoral 
qualification in the remaining time. Kathrin is very literate, having read the classics and enjoys evenings 
with her friends and family. 

Kathrin never learned much about computers, apart from using search engines, Microsoft Word, and 
email programs. She knows her own technical limitations very well, and that is why she is enthusiastic 
about the new technologies for her research. She uses Google Books Ngram Viewer to research shifts in 
word usage over time, and has already built her own corpus of Internet chat language that she extracted 
manually from Internet chat logs. 

What does she want to do? 

1. Kathrin wants to access and use corpora and other linguistic data collections that other users 
have already created. She is interested in different varieties and genres of corpora and needs 
extensive metadata on authors, genres, topics, creation dates of the source texts, annotation 
levels, data formats, access rights, etc. The metadata should be accessible via a sophisticated 
query interface (e.g. a facetted browser). Short descriptions and/or snapshots of resources 
would be helpful as well to quickly determine if they are worth downloading. Kathrin would also 
like to publish the data she found or created. However, in most of the cases, she cannot do so, 
due to copyright or personality rights issues. 

2. A lot of linguistic scripts can be found online, but usually they need to be installed on a local 
computer. When Kathrin tries to install software, she is often unsuccessful, and even when she 
succeeds, many tools prove not to be useful for her data or her purpose, so her efforts are in 
vain. She would like to use generic tools that are accessible online via a web browser, and that 
she can use without a lot of training, but which she can adjust to her needs and apply to her 
own uploaded data. 

4.2. Service patterns 

The archetypal user stories above are described in general language. Throughout the individual cases we 
have highlighted keywords which suggest some form of requirement or desire on the part of each user. 

With some leeway for interpolation, we have collected these keywords in a table, together with a note 
of which users suggested them. We then map each keyword to a more formal service name (sometimes 
with additional qualification) to create a kind of traceability matrix through the user stories to the 
service definitions used elsewhere in EUDAT.  
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Table 1: Mapping keywords to services 

Keyword Users Suggested service(s) (cf. Chapter 5) Notes 

move (internal) AA Data Movement (internal)  

add metadata, 
annotate, book-keeping 

AA, CC, DD, EE, 
FF 

Metadata Annotation (structured, user-defined, 
unrestricted) 

 

delete AA Data Deletion  

transaction record AA Metadata Annotation, Accounting  

access, log on BB, CC, KK Authentication, Authorisation  (b) 

search BB, CC, EE, FF, 
GG, KK 

Persistent Identification, Metadata Annotation, Search, 
Query 

 

browse BB, EE, GG, KK Persistent Identification, Metadata Annotation, Search, 
Query 

 

download BB, CC, HH Authentication, Authorisation, Data Movement (remote 
to local) 

(b) 

combine BB Data Fusion  

upload BB, CC, DD, EE, 
FF, HH, II, JJ 

Authentication, Authorisation, Data Movement (local to 
remote) 

(b) 

secure BB, HH Data Encryption  

analysis BB, EE, HH Data Analysis (user-supplied program)  

compare CC Data Analysis  

run on remote HPC CC, EE, JJ Authentication, Authorisation, Data Staging (b) 

saving, safe store  BB, CC, DD, EE, 
II, JJ 

Authentication, Authorisation, Data Replication, Metadata 
Annotation 

(b) 

visualize CC Data Visualisation  

change format CC Data Filtering  

upload/ choose/execute 
script 

CC, EE, KK Data Analysis (pre-installed program)   

share, publish DD, FF, JJ, KK Authorisation (grant to group)  

run in background DD Data Movement (asynchronous)  

keep trying DD Data Movement (repeated attempts)  

not routed through local 
client 

EE Data Movement (remote to remote)  

verify integrity EE Data Integrity (checksum?)  

pictures (non-textual 
metadata) 

GG Metadata Annotation (non-textual), Search (content-
based) 

 

rights issues BB, KK Authentication, Authorisation, policy concerns  

4.2.1. Notes 

a) The service definitions we use here are in some cases at a slightly finer level of granularity than 
the “service cases” defined and described in the Data Management Landscape Characteristics 
and Community Requirements2 report. This is deliberate; the services as described in Chapter 5 
are intended to be “close to” services that have an easily-realised implementation and a 
reasonably well-defined interface. The EUDAT service cases are closer in concept to our 
archetypal user stories, and indeed inform many of the users as they are described. The table 
below shows the close mapping of service cases to services. 
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Table 2: Mapping service cases to services 

EUDAT service case2 comprises services… 

Safe Replication Authentication, Authorisation, Data Replication, Metadata 
Annotation 

Dynamic Replication Data Staging 

Metadata Domain Metadata Annotation 

Researcher Data Store Authentication, Authorisation, Data Movement (local to 
remote) 

Persistent Identifier Persistent Identification 

Curation Service Data Archival 

Forensic Services not currently identified 

 

b) We include the pair of AA services (authentication, authorisation) in each context that suggests 
an interaction that crosses the boundary of the CDI: uploading or downloading data, for 
instance. We do not (necessarily) include these services for search, browse or query of 
metadata. 
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5. SERVICES IN THE EUDAT CDI 

This chapter describes the IT services that are potential candidates for “operational status” within a 
comprehensive collaborative data infrastructure. 

What does that mean?  

Candidates for EUDAT operational services are IT data or compute services which address one or more 
user requirements (as catalogued in Chapter 4) and have a known technical implementation. This 
definition ignores non-technical constraints such as policy considerations (touched on in Chapter 7) and 
considers services purely as solutions to identified usage patterns and individual user stories. 

We tag each service description below with a “weight” derived from the table in Section 4.2 as follows: 
for each mention of the service in the right-hand column, add the number of users noted in the middle 
column to a running total for the weight that service. The rationale is that each row of the table derives 
from a particular keyword in a user story; each row thus defines a context within which we can regard 
mention of a service to be sufficiently independent of mentions on other rows, even for the same user. 
For instance, Metadata Annotation appears twice for user Carlos Corcho, but in very different contexts: 
once for search (a “read” context) and once for safe storage (a “write” context). The chosen weighting 
factors in this use of a service in multiple contexts. 

The final weight gives us a way to assign a priority for that service. This is, of course, an ideal, 
unconstrained priority that factors in neither implementation complexity nor operational feasibility; it is 
purely a guide to user demand. Each service listed below includes this “user weight” in braces {…}. 

5.1. Alphabetic list of infrastructure services 

5.1.1. Accounting {1} 

In the context of digital infrastructure, an Accounting service “is concerned with the collection of 
resource consumption data for the purposes of capacity and trend analysis, cost allocation, auditing, and 
billing”22. At the heart of a sustainable CDI will be questions like “how much will it cost to store and 
access my data?” and at the heart of providing answers will be one (or more) services which collect, 
record and present the necessary data. 

5.1.2. Authentication {25} & Authorisation {29} 

An Authentication service is a means of verifying a CDI user’s identity (“they are who they say they are”). 
An Authorisation service verifies that a given user has the necessary privileges or permissions to carry 
out the operation they have just requested (“they are allowed to do what they’ve asked to do”). The 
two concepts are often dealt with hand-in-hand, and referred to as “AA services”. 

EUDAT must work with a number of existing AA mechanisms to create a common service pair for users 
of the CDI (an EUDAT “single sign-on”). The number and variety of identity providers and attribute 
providers that must be taken into account will thus necessarily limit our initial scope to the core 
communities. 

One notable qualifier emerges in three user stories – the “sharing” scenario: 

a) Authorisation (grant permissions to group) {4}. 

                                                           
22

 IETF RFC 2975 – Introduction to Accounting Management, The Internet Society, October 2000. 
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5.1.3. Data Analysis {7} 

“Data Analysis” as a service is potentially too generic and ill-defined to be useful. We can, however, 
restrict its definition to match the requirements suggested by the user stories: a service which provides 
some means of processing data close to their source. Can the EUDAT CDI offer a computational service 
alongside a data store that is “close” (in network terms) and allows users to run scripts in R, for 
instance? 

We have identified two different uses of an analysis service that we can categorise as: 

a) Data Analysis (user-supplied program) {3}; 
b) Data Analysis (pre-installed program) {3}. 

By “user-supplied program” we suggest that a service allows a user to upload and execute their own 
analysis program (a script, or a job description to run theirown program on an available compute 
resource). By “pre-installed program” we mean more that the user can select from a menu of analysis 
programs (workflows, perhaps), possibly being able to edit their configuration, but neither able nor 
perhaps wishing to upload arbitrary code.  

5.1.4. Data Archival (Long Term Preservation) {0} 

A Data Archival service will offer users some form of long-term preservation of deposited data. Its 
operation will be closely linked with other services such as Data Replication (for redundancy), Persistent 
Identification and most probably Metadata Annotation. While not identified explicitly in the user stories, 
it may be that it is implicit or hidden in use cases like “safe storage” – if any user stores their data in the 
CDI, how long can they expect it to be stored? Data Archival may be a “hidden” service from a user 
perspective, but its deploy and maintenance must still be assessed when it comes to the analysis of 
sustainability and long-term costs of maintaining the CDI. 

5.1.5. Data Deletion {1} 

The deletion of data could be requested by external users or by internal CDI administrators. However it 
may be invocated, Data Deletion must be accompanied by the right level of safeguarding against 
accidental or malicious deletion, either by authorised or unauthorised actors. A suitable implementation 
of Data Deletion will thus rely on a reliable Persistent Identification service and an effective AA pairing. 
Data Deletion is also very likely to be constrained (or mandated in certain circumstances) by policy 
issues (see Section 7). 

5.1.6. Data Encryption {2} 

A Data Encryption service may actually fall outside the boundary of a CDI. Storing data in encrypted form 
will certainly be required by certain types of user, but those users are unlikely to be comfortable with a 
model of interaction that sees them transmit data in the clear to a CDI service which then encrypts it 
before storage. Users concerned with data security will be far more likely to require encryption before 
transmission across the Internet (or indeed any unsecured network). A more natural role for EUDAT may 
be in the provision of advice or consultancy about data encryption methods. 

5.1.7. Data Filtering {1} 

A Data Filtering service may actually be a specialised form of Data Analysis, or a refinement of Search or 
Query. A specific variant (suggested by the user stories) may be the ability to retrieve the same data in 
different formats or encodings (e.g. compressed or zipped, or in UTF-8 or WebRowSet). 
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5.1.8. Data Fusion (Data Integration) {1} 

A Data Fusion or Data Integration service is likely to be particularly specialised. Combining data from 
multiple sources requires detailed knowledge of the structure and formats of the individual data sets, 
and possibly some understanding of their semantic meaning as well. A CDI may be able to provide 
integration services for narrowly-defined data subsets, or to provide a gateway to more advanced 
workflow based data integration engines, but a general-purpose data fusion service is unlikely to be 
realised within the timeframe of this plan. 

5.1.9. Data Integrity {1} 

A Data Integrity service will provide some level of guarantee that a particular stored data set (identified 
by a specified Persistent Identifier or PID) is the same data set that was originally deposited. The 
integrity of a data set may be measured using a hash or checksum or some similar measure. The service 
should be able to check that the integrity measure for a data set (identified by its PID) matches the 
original measure taken when the data were deposited. If different, the service should have a way to 
recreate a good copy of the data set. These requirements tie Data Integrity very closely into Persistent 
Identification and quite likely with Data Replication. Metadata Annotation would also be required to 
store the data integrity measure “with” the data set in question, as part of its overall metadata set. 

5.1.10. Data Movement {15} 

It is difficult to imagine any CDI being able to operate without services to move data into, out of or 
around the infrastructure. Our user stories suggest a number of potential qualifiers to a Data Movement 
service, vis: 

a) remote to local (download) {3}; 
b) local to remote (upload) {8}; 
c) remote to remote {1}; 
d) asynchronous {1}; 
e) repeated attempts {1}. 

A number of our archetypal users also mention current consumer-focused data movement technologies 
like Dropbox or cloud-based storage platforms like Microsoft’s Skydrive. These consumer-focused 
technologies almost certainly set a usability standard for a CDI Data Movement service. 

5.1.11. Data Replication {6} 

A Data Replication service’s primary job is to take redundant copies of user data sets for fail-safe 
purposes, but also perhaps to enhance data locality for a dispersed group of researchers. Relevant data 
need to be replicated from a user’s initial point of deposit (perhaps a research community’s data centre) 
to a number of other, remote data centres in a safe way with several purposes in mind: (1) data 
bitstream preservation, (2) more optimal data curation, (3) better accessibility of data. As with Data 
Movement, a simple user interface is a must. Perhaps Data Replication “just happens” without a user 
having to do anything more than upload their data; the degree of replication could be covered by policy 
or service-level agreements defined elsewhere. 

5.1.12. Data Staging (Dynamic Replication) {3} 

The Dynamic Replication (Data Staging) service case concerns the movement of data sets back and forth 
between an EUDAT node and a non-EUDAT node (e.g. a computational resource at a PRACE or EGI site) 
for the purposes of further processing. One of the major challenges is to keep the data replicas at the 
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non-EUDAT nodes in sync with the EUDAT nodes, and to ingest/register relevant simulation results back 
at the EUDAT nodes. 

5.1.13. Data Visualisation {1} 

A generic Data Visualisation service, rather like Data Fusion, is potentially unachievable. However a 
service which is able to render appropriate data sets into forms easily consumed by visualisation tools 
installed on a user’s personal computer may provide significant value. In this case, the service may be a 
particular instance of a Data Filtering service. 

5.1.14. Metadata Annotation {23} 

Metadata Annotation will underpin any and every other service in a CDI. Without some form of 
description anything but the simplest text file loses all meaning. An effective service for gathering, 
recording, updating and changing the data-about-the-data is required in almost every scenario 
archetypal user scenario noted so far. Further qualifiers identified through the user stories are: 

a) automatic; 
b) manual, user-defined. 

An automatic Metadata Annotation service will harvest the metadata of all data collections that are 
ingested or replicated to the data centres in the CDI.  This will most likely be done using standard 
protocols such as OAI-PMH23 which also require providers to provide Dublin Core records in addition to 
the schemas and vocabularies they are using in their disciplines. 

5.1.15. Persistent Identification (PID) {10} 

Keeping track of the “names” of data sets or other digital artefacts deposited with the CDI requires more 
robust mechanisms than “noting down the filename”. A Persistent Identification service will provide a 
robust, highly available and performant PID system that can be used within the communities and the 
EUDAT CDI more generally. The PID service will be required by many other CDI services, from Data 
Movement to Search and Query. Currently the only system that can be used for high data volumes is the 
Handle System which comes in two flavours: (1) EPIC offers a service for the huge amount of data 
objects created by researchers’ workflows and (2) DataCite offers a service to register DOIs for published 
collections. Both systems use the same basic mechanisms (Handles) and are compatible. 

5.1.16. Search or Query {11} 

A service which can be queried in some manner and which will return some form of result indicating 
whether data that match the query are to be found in the CDI is an important component of a CDI. 
Search or Query can be further qualified by: 

a) textual (within metadata or within textual data); 
b) non-textual, content-based; 
c) keyword or tag-based; 
d) search by PID; 
e) formal query language (e.g. SQL, Xquery, Xpath). 

                                                           
23

 OAI-PMH: The Open Archives Initiative Protocol for Metadata Harvesting, Protocol Version 2.0, Open Archives Initiative,2002-
06-14, Document Version 2008-12-07T20:42:00Z, http://www.openarchives.org/OAI/2.0/openarchivesprotocol.htm (verified 
March 2012). 
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The ubiquity and ease-of-use of online Internet search engines (Google, Bing, Yahoo etc.) make a Search 
or Query service an easy one to get wrong; every CDI user will have preset expectations of what the 
service ought to be able to do. 

EUDAT CDI users may want to search in a number of specialised ways: within their own particular 
metadata context, for instance, or perform non-textual searches (“images that look like this”). Data sets 
held within structured database management systems may require the exposure of a formal query 
language through a search interface. A comprehensive, efficient and well-delivered Search service is 
likely to prove an essential plank in any sustainability case constructed for the CDI. 

5.2. Notes on user demand for services 

This analysis of archetypal user stories, their mapping to service definitions and their weighting by 
“demand”, while open to a degree of interpretation and subjectivity, nevertheless provides a fairly 
rigorous look at user demand for CDI services and offers one means to prioritise their development and 
rollout. This priority is unconstrained, and must be read as “in an ideal world…”. The challenges of 
integrating myriad existing infrastructure layers and policies must not be underestimated, and these 
invariably place constraints on the actual service timetable noted below. 

That said, “in an ideal world” current and potential users of the EUDAT CDI would suggest this priority 
order for service rollout: 

1. Authorisation (including “share” or “grant rights to group”); 
2. Authentication; 
3. Metadata Annotation (both in terms of reading and writing); 
4. Data Movement (upload, download and remote); 
5. Search; 
6. Persistent Identification; 
7. Data Analysis; 
8. Data Replication; 
9. Data Staging. 

This priority list is reflected in the timeline of Chapter 8. 
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6. EUDAT SUPPORT SERVICES 

“Build it and they will come” is never enough. 

Users do not abandon their current ways of working without clearly-established benefits and a lot of 
assistance. For the EUDAT CDI to be relevant to those who may already have their own “local” data 
repository it needs to offer much more than another stack of software on a different set of disks. This 
means that EUDAT must offer “soft” services alongside the “hard” computational and data services so 
far demanded by our archetypal users. 

The usage patterns captured in the previous section do not tell the whole story. There is an implicit 
demand for help and assistance in making effective use of the services on offer. What form should this 
required support take, and how best should EUDAT provide it? 

EUDAT must provide “intellectual ramps” to enable users to move easily from “what they do now” to 
using services in the CDI. Getting the CDI services right is critically important, but without training and 
consultancy and support to ease users’ passage to a new way of working, they will not be used. 

6.1. Training services 

Training will be key in getting research users to buy into the concept of a collaborative data 
infrastructure. EUDAT will need to embark on a programme of practical training courses on a variety of 
data matters, from particular technologies to more general data-related topics, engaging community 
experts as far as possible in cross-disciplinary settings. 

EUDAT’s Communication Plan24 discusses the project’s immediate training objectives. Longer-term, 
EUDAT’s training plan will develop alongside the CDI itself, and will address three key questions.  

1. Who do we need to train? 

Two obvious categories of people must be catered for: those who will use the CDI’s services, and 
those who will operate them. Training for these two groups will look very different, and will very 
likely follow different timescales; training the operators of the infrastructure will be an earlier 
requirement than training the users. User training may also be split into “core users” and 
“casual users”, “professional users” and “amateur users” or some similar distinction. The 
Archetypal User analysis of Chapter 4 suggests a distinction between full-time researchers and 
citizen-scientists, who may need different levels of knowledge to use the CDI services relevant 
to them, and will almost certainly need different training delivery mechanisms. The more casual 
users of the CDI will not be attending hands-on training events, for instance. 

2. What do we need to train them in? 

In grouping topics for training, again there is a potential two-way division. Both operators and 
users will need training in a number of different technologies, the two from different vantages 
and in different levels of detail, of course. As specific CDI services are deployed, so training must 
be available to enable those on both sides of the interface to make best use of them. Different 
delivery mechanisms may well be appropriate: operators may be best with dedicated hands-on 
training courses, while users (even heavy-duty users) are more likely to find on-line or context-
sensitive training more convenient and practicable. 

                                                           
24

 Communication Plan, D3.1 v1.0, EUDAT consortium, January 2012. 
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The other class of training that EUDAT could offer is in general methods and best practice in 
working with research data. In a European context, if not more widely, the EUDAT consortium 
brings together under one roof an unrivalled critical mass of cross-disciplinary data experts. The 
pros and cons of managing large data collections, dealing with multiple standards and formats, 
differing coding systems and a host of similar topics in the general field of “digital data” form a 
rich seam of knowledge from which to mine training material of tremendous value to new and 
emerging practitioners.  

3. What training delivery methods should we use? 

EUDAT should develop a mix of training materials to cover its, potentially very broad, audience. 
Hands-on, practical training courses will be essential for CDI operators and core early users from 
within the EUDAT communities, but our ability to deliver dedicated training to everyone who 
might be interested in EUDAT is limited, and in many cases may not even be appropriate. To 
complement hands-on training, EUDAT should consider creating and making widely available 
online materials which capture the essence of the courses. These will cover both content angles 
– specific technologies and general-purpose data handling – and both audience classes – users 
and operators – and could take a number of forms. 

Online versions of the courses – walkthroughs or “how-tos” for specific technologies, for 
instance – could be created relatively easily for different audiences. A good example of this kind 
of material is the Software Carpentry website25 which offers slide-based canned expositions of 
technical topics with narrated voiceovers. 

An effective way to capture data management best-practice could be in a series of guides, 
written “how-tos” which cover individual topics in sufficient depth to allow readers to engage 
with the relevant aspect of the CDI effectively and efficiently. Examples of best-practice guides 
in the arena of scientific software can be found at the Software Sustainability Institute website26 

6.1.1. Initial training topics 

From the early work with EUDAT’s core data provider communities, an initial list of training topics has 
been drawn up. This topic list matches well with the service usage patterns so far identified in Chapter 4, 
and forms the basis for early surveys of EUDAT communities. These initial suggestions are: 

1. AAI principles (SAML, certificates, etc.) and Shibboleth. 

This course would present the basic technologies, introduce Shibboleth and indicate how to 
install, integrate and use it. 

2. Persistent Object Identifiers (Handles, DOIs, URNs, etc.) and APIs. 

This course would present the various relevant schemas and discuss their usage for registering 
and resolving persistent identifiers for data objects and collections. 

3. Researcher IDs and ORCID. 

This course would present the usefulness of assigning IDs to every researcher and the setup of 
the ORCID initiative. 

4. Policy Rules and iRODS. 

                                                           
25

 See http://software-carpentry.org/ (verified March 2012). 
26

 See http://software.ac.uk/resources/guides/ (verified March 2012). 
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This course would discuss the motivation and principles behind policy rules, their implementation 
in iRODS and typical usage scenarios. 

1. Repository Systems (Fedora, D-Space, etc.). 

This course would discuss principles of repository systems that are the basis for a reliable data 
centre of any sort. 

5. Metadata Principles and Components (Principles, Standards, OAI-PMH, Aggregation and 
Indexing, Semantic Mapping, Portals, etc.). 

This course would discuss major principles and technologies being used to create, manipulate, 
aggregate and present metadata. It will probably be a 2-days course. 

6. Workflow Orchestration and Execution (Principles, Standards, Frameworks, etc.). 

This course would discuss the basic principles of workflow systems and present a few widely used 
frameworks. 

6.2. Consultancy and support services 

EUDAT is the largest cross-disciplinary network of “data practitioners” in Europe, and is perhaps 
uniquely placed to offer a range of related services on an ad hoc consultancy basis. EUDAT experts can 
help with the “daily grind” of working with ever-larger digital data objects – encoding formats, structural 
conversion, file system incompatibilities, semantic assistance etc. How best could EUDAT provide this 
kind of service? 

Options to be considered here over the first twelve months of the project include: 

1. A “helpdesk” – telephone or email – to respond to queries about data. Where can I find data 
sets about the migration of African swallows? How can I convert my 10,000 data files from this 
XML schema to that one? I’m struggling with UTF-16 files from my Chinese collaborators – help! 

2. Creating an actual network of data experts so that people can find someone near them who 
could provide assistance, or form a longer-term collaboration. 

3. Creating and maintaining an FAQ of “common questions about data”, building on the knowledge 
base gathered during the first wave of service integrations within the core project. 

6.3. Training needs analysis and service planning 

Beginning in calendar quarter Q2 2012, EUDAT will begin a formal Training Needs Analysis process to 
gauge more precisely requirements from the core communities. This process will begin to shape 
EUDAT’s CDI training and support offering with a view to launching initial courses towards the end of the 
year. The next version of this report will provide more concrete details on training and support services. 
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7. EUDAT DATA POLICIES AND PROCEDURES 

The common services offered to users of the EUDAT collaborative data infrastructure will conceal a 
complex underlying picture of distributed data storage spanning organisational and national boundaries. 
EUDAT is not a single entity; it is perhaps best viewed as a federation of independent organisations with 
a shared vision and common principles. Whether this “federal model” will be the ultimate form of a 
sustainable CDI for Europe will be addressed elsewhere1, but it is clear that a common service model for 
data sharing will require some form of common policy framework to go with it. 

As already noted in Chapter 3, data policies in Europe – indeed worldwide – are emergent. It is probably 
fair to say that the rate of increase of the volumes of digital research data has not been matched by the 
speed of data policy definitions. Research funding agencies across Europe are beginning to address the 
issues of data retention, repeatability of research and similar issues connected with the increasing 
reliance on supplementary online materials in academic publications (see, for example, the discussion in 
the A Surfboard for Riding the Wave report27). However (as also described in the aforementioned report) 
not all agencies or nations are moving at the same speed. 

While EUDAT is focused on the technical aspects of data storage and management, particularly around 
low-level and value-added services for data storage, management and use, it must nevertheless create a 
policy path which traverses this challenging landscape, one that is not closed and inflexible but which 
provides enough of a framework to allow the necessary levels of trust in the CDI services to emerge and 
grow. This chapter offers an initial survey of this landscape and suggests a number of important 
signposts that should be present. As the work of the EUDAT project proceeds, we hope that the map will 
become clearer. 

7.1. Policy framework and principles 

What does it mean for EUDAT to hold data? Does this notion have any sense? Or do we simply mean 
that the EUDAT “members” hold data and agree to do so in a standard framework (standard policies, 
services, interfaces etc.). 

Section 2 introduced a number of general guiding principles for the EUDAT project. We can refine some 
of these principles to provide pieces of a possible policy framework which can then be developed 
through a process of consultation and conversation over the course of the project. 

EUDAT data policies need to support the overall vision of a European CDI. They should 

 promote the desired culture of data sharing and cross-disciplinary data exploitation; 
 promote the use of open standards and protocols; 
 improve the general awareness of data management issues (by, for instance, spreading and 

supporting the idea of Data Management Plans in research); 
 not compete unfairly with free markets in terms of pricing models for hosting; 
 create trust in centralized services. 

With this in mind we can consider four aspects of data policy: contribution, protection, ownership and 
use. 

                                                           
27

 A Surfboard for Riding the Wave: towards a four country action programme on research data, M. van der Graaf, L. Waaijers, 
The Knowledge Exchange, November 2011. 
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7.2. Data contribution 

Creating a comprehensive contributions policy for EUDAT will not be easy. Indeed, given the expected 
federal nature of EUDAT, it is unlikely. What EUDAT can (and must) do is create a baseline or threshold 
set of contribution requirements that every “member” of EUDAT must sign up to. The Photon and 
Neutron Data Infrastructure (PaNdata)28 offers an example of this kind of model. 

PaNdata have defined a standard policy framework which specifies a number of concepts that all 
PaNdata sites must recognize in their data policies. There is no requirement that all PaNdata data 
polices are the same, but the requirement for a framework allows general statements to be made and 
tools to be developed across these policies. Examples of the requirements in the policies are the 
concept of principal investigator (PI) (granted preferential and ongoing access to the data) and an 
embargo period (a period during which only the PI and their nominees can access the data – this period 
could be no time at all, or last indefinitely). 

EUDAT may wish to require customers to define in writing the life cycle of their data, thereby 
acknowledging the greater value of well-described data produced by high-quality processes.  

7.3. Data protection 

Data protection in the cross-border context is one of the key legal issues facing any data host: the 
question is whether there is sufficient legal and operational support covering the entities and 
mechanisms responsible for ensuring data protection. All EUDAT data must have a well-defined set of 
access and protection rights associated with them; this must include any restrictions on copying on 
moving the data. 

EUDAT’s data policy framework must contain minimum requirements for data protection as a key step 
towards achieving trust in the CDI services. EUDAT must therefore both demand that collaborators, 
partners and users comply with an agreed level of information security, and provide mechanisms to 
support them in so doing. 

It is entirely feasible for EUDAT to create different levels of data protection and offer higher-level 
services (strong encryption, anonymisation etc.) to both depositors and users of the CDI. Such services 
above and beyond the minimum threshold could be offered at a premium as part of the future 
sustainability of the infrastructure. Gauging interest in such value-added services will be a task for the 
project in the medium term. 

7.4. Data ownership 

EUDAT will not assert ownership of any data it holds. If EUDAT remains a loose federal entity with no 
legal status then this statement is, of course, self-evident, but even if EUDAT adopts formal status as a 
legal entity it will not claim ownership of data. The EUDAT CDI is a vehicle to promote data sharing, not a 
land-grab. 

It may be that EUDAT does not, if fact, need to know who owns the data at all. Is it important that 
EUDAT knows who owns the data, or simply what the access writes and requirements are and that the 
depositor has the right to assert these and deposit the data? EUDAT could require data providers to 
determine and report clearly legal ownership for every data set it “provides” for use, but does this set 
too high a barrier to entry for too many data providers? 

                                                           
28

PaNdata, the Photon and Neutron Data Infrastructure,http://pan-data.eu/ (verified March 2012). 
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7.5. Data use 

EUDAT is about data sharing. Should any restrictions therefore be placed on how data stored within the 
CDI can be used? Should users have to agree to some form of end-user licence agreement (EULA) before 
they can access data? Before they can download it? What about metadata compiled by a third party? 

7.6. Open questions 

The points touched on above raise a number of open questions. At risk of repetition, we gather them 
(and others) here as a starting point for detailed policy discussions. These questions will be debated 
through the early stages of the EUDAT project, and answers to them will form the policy framework we 
seek. 

1. Is EUDAT seeking to be the host/holder of data, or a collaboration of data service providers (and 
research communities) that hold data? From a user perspective, is this distinction important? 

2. How choosy will EUDAT be, or need to be? Should it restrict itself to “high-significance” data, or 
data with “broad potential”, and if so, who will judge? 

3. Will EUDAT need to know who owns data “deposited with it”? 

4. Will EUDAT ever own any copies of any data? If a data set is replicated automatically, what 
implications are there on the ownership of the copies? 

5. Where will contributed data be hosted? In a model of a single centre funded to support a well-
defined community, the situation is relatively clear: the EUDAT branding refers to a commitment 
to a set of defined standards for quality, services, interfaces and availability (a parallel might be 
EBI, the European Bioinformatics Institute29).Where there are multiple centres funded to 
support a community, who decides where the data go? Is this done via some overall agreement 
(and set of processes) with the community (as is the case with the LHC computing grid, wLCG30). 
Are individual researchers free to make this decision, or can EUDAT decide on their behalf? In 
the latter case, is this an agreement between the centres, or a centralized EUDAT activity? How 
would funding be allocated in this model? 

6. Do individual researchers have the ability/need/right to determine exactly where their data are 
stored? It is likely that this will be a legal requirement in many jurisdictions, at least to know 
where the data are. 

7. Does EUDAT envision storing commercial data? IF so what implications does this have for rights 
management? (NB EUDAT partners/collaborators can clearly store commercial data, the issue is 
more what requirements EUDAT can impose on this data, if any). 

8. What pricing models might EUDAT choose for hosting data? EUDAT will most likely prefer long 
contracts with organizations and collaborating infrastructures, but should it provide shorter-
term hosting options for “long-tail” or “citizen-scientists”?  

 

 

 

                                                           
29

 The European Bioinformatics Institute, http://www.ebi.ac.uk/ (verified March 2012). 
30

 The Worldwide LHC Computing Grid, http://lcg.web.cern.ch/lcg/ (verified March 2102). 
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8. EUDAT SERVICE ROADMAP: 2012-2017 

This final chapter draws together the services described in Chapter 5 and prioritised through the usage 
patterns of Chapter 4 into a timeline of service delivery in a three-year rolling window. Later iterations 
of this report will also map out the training and support services of Chapter 6, and policy developments 
from Chapter 7. In this first version, however, we focus on the IT data services themselves. 

The chart on the next page maps the introduction of various services in phases. The phases provide an 
indication of service maturity and robustness, and can be described as follows. 

 The pilot phase involves the evaluation of potential technologies to meet defined requirements 
and the implementation of a final candidate service, integrating and developing missing features 
as needed. We can regard the maturity of service in this phase as alpha or prototype. 

 The pre-production phase runs the service with active early-adopter users to test and evaluate 
the correctness and the reliability of the service. We can regard this as the beta phase for the 
services. 

 The production-ready phase deploys the service in production across (parts of) the EUDAT CDI. 

Not every service will appear at every site for every user community at the same time. The shading in 
the chart (Figure 2) give an indication of how many community sites are involved in the rollout phase – 
the darker the green, the wider the rollout. The colour coding is shown below. 

 

  

  Pilot services (alpha test). 

  

  Pre-production (beta test). 

      Production ready. Darker shades indicate wider rollout. 

 

The timing of the phases is determined, of course, by overall community user requirements, but is 
equally obviously constrained by development and operational resources within the EUDAT project 
team. Our estimates of these timescales will improve as the project progresses. 
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Figure 2: EUDAT services rolling plan (2012-2017) 

Service name Weight = SUM (Sheet 1 col B for each mention in col C)2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017

Authorisation 29

Authentication 25

Metadata Annotation 23

Data Movement 15

Search 11

Persistent Identification 10

Data Movement (local to remote) 8

Data Analysis 7

Data Replication 6

Authorisation (grant to group) 4

Data Movement (remote to local) 3

Data Staging 3

Data Analysis (pre-installed program) 3

Data Analysis (user-supplied program) 3

Data Encryption 2

Accounting 1

Data Deletion 1

Data Filter 1

Data Fusion 1

Data Integrity 1

Data Movement (internal) 1

Data Movement (remote to remote) 1

Data Visualisation 1

Data Archival 0


